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Abstract. Super resolution (SR) in computer vision is an important task. In this
paper, we compared several common used features in image super resolution of
example-based algorithms. To combine features, we develop a cascade frame-
work to both solve the problem of deciding weights among features and to
improve computation efficiency. Finally, we modify the framework to have an
adaptive threshold such that not only the computation load is much reduced but
the modified framework is suitable to any query image as well as various image
databases.
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1 Introduction

Image super-resolution (SR) refers to the process by which a higher-resolution
enhanced image is synthesized from one or more low-resolution images. Multiple-
frame super resolution uses the sub-pixel shifts between multiple low resolution images
of the same scene. The multi-frame SR problem was first addressed in [1], where they
proposed a frequency domain approach. But subject to the sequential images are dif-
ficult to obtain in reality, the application of multiple-frame super resolution is not
widely used. Single-frame SR methods use other parts of the low resolution images, or
other unrelated images, to guess what the high-resolution image should look like. There
are many single frame SR methods. Sun et al. [2] explored the gradient profile prior for
local image structures and applied on SR. Such approaches are effective in preserving
the edges in the zoomed image. Assuming that low resolution (LR) image patches and
their high resolution (HR) counterparts share a similar geometry, Chang et al. [3]
developed super resolution with neighbor embedding. One of the most famous is the
example-based super resolution algorithm. As the name suggested, example-based
method is to look for most suitable example from pre-prepared database to reconstruct
the desired high resolution image. In general, the reconstructed result is database
dependent. A database consisting of various examples will provide a better result but
cause a burden in searching candidates. Glasner et al. [5] proposed a novel example-
based method that does not rely on an external database. However, due to the limited
database of examples from original image and its down-sample versions, the result
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cannot be guaranteed. Presented by Freeman et al. proposed in 2002 [4], it divides a
large amount of training images into small patches and uses them in the analytical
process. Example-based super resolution is intuitive and simple to implement, the
experimental results is also good for the visual, but because of the method proposed by
Freeman learned target HR patch of size 5 × 5 from LR input patch of size 7 × 7, as
opposed to the method proposed by Chang [3] learned target HR patch of size 12 × 12
from LR input patch of size 3 × 3, the method proposed by Freeman is inferior in terms
of efficiency performance. Due to the attractive properties of intuitivism and simplicity,
we explore the effectiveness of common used features of SR in the example-based
method. In addition, based on the exploration conclusion, a cascade method of mag-
nification factor 4 is proposed.

2 Related Work

Two methods most related to our study are bicubic interpolation and example based
super resolution. We present a brief introduction on these methods in the following.

2.1 Bicubic Interpolation

Bicubic and bilinear interpolation are very common methods to resize images. The
former is often chosen over the latter when speed is not an issue. In contrast to bilinear
interpolation, which only takes 4 (2 × 2) pixels into account (Fig. 1a), bicubic inter-
polation considers 16 (4 × 4) pixels (Fig. 1b). Images resampled with bicubic
interpolation are smoother and have fewer interpolation artifacts.

2.2 Example-Based Super Resolution

Example-based super-resolution algorithms involve a training set, which is usually
composed of a large number of HR patches and their corresponding LR patches. The
target input LR image is split into overlapping patches. Then, for each LR patch from

(a) Bilinear (b) Bicubic(imagefrom[6]) 

Fig. 1. Interpolation methods
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the input image, one best-matched patch LR patches is selected from the training set.
The corresponding HR patch is used to reconstruct the output HR image. Due to
the fact that SR is to estimate missing high-resolution detail that is not present in the
original LR image, Freeman et al. proposed an example-based method based on a
Markov network [4]. The authors embedded two matching conditions into the network.
One is that the LR patch from the training set should be similar to the input observed
patch, while the other condition is that the contents of the corresponding HR patch
should be consistent with its neighbors. They also proposed an one-pass algorithm to
improve the performance.

3 Comparison on Various Features

To enlarge an image, the target LR image is divided into patches of size 3 × 3, and for
each of these patches, we calculate three types of features: luminance (L), first order
derivative (D) and bicubic intensity (B). Assume a 3 × 3 target LR patch, as in Fig. 2,
features are described below where I(p) is the intensity value of a point p.

• L: a 9-dim vector, (I(a), I(b), …, I(i))
• D: a 18-dim vector, (oIðaÞ=oxÞ; . . .; oIðiÞ=oxÞ; oIðaÞ=oyÞ; . . .; oIðiÞ=oy)
• B: a 144-dim vector of the bicubic result of the LR patch (magnification factor is 4)

To prepare the database, a collection of sample images of various content are
divided into 12 × 12 patches. Figure 3 shows the sample images used in the database
(for all the experiments in the paper). To form a patch pair, for each 12 × 12 patch, we
pair it with its down-sampled patch of size 3 × 3.

For a target LR image, we first use the Sobel edge detector to locate edge pixels.
For every edge pixel P, we take a 3 × 3 patch centered at P so called the target patch.
Three types of features (L, D, and B) are evaluated on the LR patches of the database
(so called candidate LR patch) and the target patch as well. To find the most similar
patch, we compute Euclidean distance of the features from between the target patch and
candidate LR patches. Once such patch is found, its counterpart HR patch is adopted to
reconstruct the HR version of the target image. As for the overlapped portion, we
simply average the pixels. Finally, the metrics SSIM and PSNR are used for evaluation.
To testify the effectiveness of features, we perform a series of tests. Figure 4 shows
three test images (Butterfly, Girl, and Couple). In most of tests, for time efficiency, only
partial images are used as shown on the right of the images.

a b c
d e f
g h i

Fig. 2. A target LR patch of 3×3
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3.1 Using Only One Feature

To find the most similar candidate patch, we first use only one feature. Table 1 shows
the SR results using only single feature on three test images. As observed, feature B
performs the best among features. However, it is computation intensive due to the large
dimensions.

3.2 Multiple Features in a Cascade Framework

Before multiple features comparison, we need to decide the way to combine different
features. Features usually are linear combined with different weights. How to decide
these weights to optimize the performance is a difficult task. A cascade framework can
mitigate this problem. We divide the SR process into two or three rounds and each
round we only use one feature. For example, if two features are used (i.e., 2 rounds),
there will be only top k candidates from first round are kept for further computation for
the second feature. By this way, although every patch pair in the database has to be
compared with the target patch in the first round, there are only k comparisons required
at the second round to find the best HR patch. Similarly, if three features are used,
k1 candidates are kept after the first round, and k2 candidates are kept from those k1
candidates after the second round, and finally, in the third round, the best candidate
among k2 candidates is used for SR reconstruction.

With this cascade framework, there are two new problems introduced: the order
among these features and parameters k, or k1 and k2. For these problems, we design a
complete test to find out the appropriate feature order and parameters.

The tests are first on combination of two features. As shown in Table 2, there are
six possible combinations. For every target patch, “Feature1-Feature2” means that there
are k best candidates kept according to the Feature1 distance between the target patch
and every candidate patch of the database. Then, the best candidate according to the
Feature2 distance between the target patch and those k candidates is used for SR.

To decide k, we first set k to be 250. As in Table 2, the combinations “L-D” and
“B-D” outperform the other 4 combinations in Butterfly and Couple. Once tests
completed, on the best feature combinations “L-D” and “B-D”, we again test on

Table 1. Comparison on single feature

×4 Baby Butterfly Couple Girl
SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR

Feature L
(dim = 9)

0.63 24.2 0.54 17.62 0.77 25.44 0.73 27.86

Feature D
(dim = 18)

0.62 24.32 0.52 17.19 0.79 26.17 0.74 28.27

Feature B
(dim = 144)

0.65 25.04 0.52 16.68 0.8 26.13 0.74 28.02

Bicubic 0.75 27.57 0.64 18.12 0.91 30.4 0.8 28.92
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Fig. 3. Training images

Baby Couple

Butterfly Girl

Fig. 4. Testing images
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different k values. The results are shown in Table 3. In general, when k = 50 or 150 it
has better SSIM or better PSNR. In considering computation cost, 50 is a better choice.

In testing three features, we have done many possible combinations in feature
ordering as well as parameters. Table 4 shows some of the results on three features
combinations where “Feature1-Feature2-Feature3” indicates the order of features and ki
is the number of best candidates kept after the ith round. The results in Table 4 are
based on the best combination “L-D” and “B-D” of Table 2. To simplify the possible
combinations, k2 is set to be a dependent variable on k1. According to the result of
Table 3, we consider some possible values of k1 ranging from 25 to 150. Overall, from
Table 4, “L-B-D” with k1 = 20, k2 = 5 has the best performance.

Table 2. Two features combinations on k = 250

Feature1-Feature2 Butterfly Couple
SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR

B-D 0.54 17.41 0.79 26.4
B-L 0.55 17.76 0.78 25.56
D-B 0.53 16.82 0.8 26.25
D-L 0.54 17.54 0.78 25.91
L-B 0.53 16.87 0.80 26.25
L-D 0.54 17.43 0.79 26.43
Bicubic 0.64 18.12 0.91 30.40

Table 3. Different k values on features “L-D” and “B-D”

Feature K Butterfly Couple
SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR

L-D 50 0.55 17.56 0.80 26.56
150 0.54 17.47 0.80 26.37
250 0.54 17.43 0.79 26.43
350 0.54 17.37 0.79 26.47
450 0.53 17.32 0.79 26.41

B-D 50 0.53 17.32 0.80 26.71
150 0.54 17.44 0.80 26.58
250 0.54 17.41 0.79 26.40
350 0.54 17.36 0.80 26.43
450 0.54 17.36 0.79 26.48

Bicubic 0.64 18.12 0.91 30.40
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4 Adaptive Thresholds

In the previous tests, we fixed the number of candidates kept for further examination.
However, they may not be suitable if different database or different target LR image is
used. To solve this problem, we propose an adaptive threshold Ti so that only those
patches whose feature distance is less than Ti will be kept after round i. Ti is defined as

Ti ¼ mini þ ni � ri
with

ni ¼ MINð1; 0:5 � ðli �miÞ=riÞ;

where mi is the minimum feature distance when comparing to the ith feature (i.e., the ith

round), li and ri are the mean and standard deviation of all feature distances from the
candidates for i = 1, 2. In particular, at round 1, the candidates are all the patches of the
database; at round 2, the candidates are patches with feature distances less than T1;
finally, at round 3, the candidates are those from last round and their feature distances
are less than T2. We apply this adaptive threshold on feature “L-B-D” since it has a
good performance according to Table 4.

In order to give privileges to those patches that have small feature distances in the
previous round, the previous distance will be carried over to the distance in the current
round. To do so, the distance has to be normalized since they have different

Table 4. Three features combinations

Feature K1 K2 Butterfly Couple
SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR

L-B-D 25 0.25 * K1 0.51 16.87 0.75 25.07
50 0.45 16.35 0.76 25.13
100 0.42 16.01 0.73 24.4
150 0.41 15.74 0.71 24.18
25 0.50 * K1 0.49 16.62 0.75 24.96
50 0.45 16.35 0.75 24.74
100 0.43 16.22 0.72 23.94
150 0.41 15.64 0.72 24.39

B-L-D 25 0.25 * K1 0.49 16.53 0.77 25.44
50 0.46 16.19 0.76 25.42
100 0.44 16.19 0.74 24.68
150 0.41 15.84 0.72 24.02
25 0.50 * K1 0.46 16.26 0.77 25.54
50 0.44 15.96 0.74 24.91
100 0.42 15.94 0.73 24.27
150 0.41 15.86 0.72 24.05

Bicubic 0.64 18.12 0.91 30.4
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Table 5. Comparison of Adaptive and Fixed (L-D, K = 50)

Adaptive/Fixed K(50)/Bicubic
Picture SSIM PSNR Time (s)

Baby 0.74/0.74/0.83 26.58/26.60/29.92 182/210/1
Butterfly 0.80/0.80/0.88 23.10/23.12/25.09 303/323/1
Couple 0.80/0.80/0.90 26.65/26.81/29.48 135/151/1
Girl 0.81/0.81/0.87 30.84/30.80/32.51 116/136/1

SSIM=0.83/PSNR=29.92 SSIM=0.74/PSNR=26.58 SSIM=0.74/PSNR=29.92

SSIM=0.88/PSNR=25.09 SSIM=0.80/PSNR=23.10 SSIM=0.80/PSNR=23.12

SSIM=0.90/PSNR=29.48 SSIM=0.80/PSNR=26.65 SSIM=0.74/PSNR=26.81

SSIM=0.87/PSNR=32.51 SSIM=0.81/PSNR=30.84 SSIM=0.81/PSNR=30.80

Fig. 5. Experimental results
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dimensions. We first normalize the distance to be within 1 on each dimension. For a
3 × 3 candidate patch, we use notation disti to represent its feature distance comparing
to target’s after round i. Then, before round i, the initial distance for each candidate
patch is defines as

i ¼ 1 : dist1  0;

i ¼ 2 : dist2  a � ½dist1=T Dist1� � ð114=9Þ;
i ¼ 3 : dist3  a � ½dist2=T Dist2� � ð18=144Þ;

where T_ Disti is the sum of all distances in round i. When carrying dist1 to round two
(feature one is L of dim = 9 and feature 2 is B of dim = 144), to be compatible to dist2,
a factor of (114/9) is multiplied in the initialization of dist2. Similarly, feature 3 is D of
dim = 18, a factor of (18/144) is multiplied in the initialization of dist3.

In Table 5, statistics of SR results from bicubic, fixed (L-B-D, k1 = 20, k2 = 5), and
adaptive (L-B-D) are shown. Some of results are given on Fig. 5. As observed,
although values in SSIM and PSNR are not as good as bicubic, the reconstructed
images of our both methods are visually pleasing and sharper. In comparing “fixed”
and “adaptive” methods, they have similar performances but “adaptive” one can suit
for different databases.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we explored three common used features in example-based super reso-
lution algorithms and we also developed a cascade framework to solve the weighting
problem in feature combination. We also provided an adaptive way in deciding
the number of candidates for further checking in a cascade method. By this way, the
computation burden in example-based method is much reduced and our method can
suit for different database as well. In addition, we utilize the idea of distance initiali-
zation to give privileges to those better candidates in successive comparisons.

Because of the rich variability of images, a larger up-sample factor would make the
HR patch harder to predict. In the future work, in order to enhance the accuracy of
prediction, we will study how to reduce the size of the input patch to make the correct
HR patch easier to predict. On the other hand, because example based super resolution
methods are susceptible of training images, the study of diversity and availability of
training images is also our future concern.
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